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Probably: вероя́тнее всегó
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The official Russian response to the report on the Litvinenko inquiry released last week was,
predictably, offhand and dismissive, referring to it as "некое расследование" (so-called
investigation ).
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But a lot of Russian journalists paid attention to it, in particular to the section assigning
ultimate blame. The only problem was: no one could quite decide how to translate the key
sentence — or rather one little word in it: probably.

Before you snort about looking it up in a dictionary, let's recall how subtle some of the
distinctions of probability are in English and how difficult they are for foreigners to grasp.
Take this list: "He might come to the party. He may come. He could come. Maybe he'll come.
He'll probably come. He's likely to come." Russians read that and scream.

And if these tricky language issues weren't problem enough, the Russian media also had
to decide how to present the news to their audiences. And here they had the tool
of translation, just another hammer in the propaganda toolbox.

The sentence they were dealing with was: "Taking full account of all the evidence and analysis
available to me, I find that the FSB operation to kill Mr. Litvinenko was probably approved
by Mr. Patrushev and also by President Putin."

Some publications translated "probably" as "possibly": Операция, "возможно, была
одобрена" главой ФСБ и также президентом России (It's "possible that the operation was
approved" by the FSB as well as the president of Russia). Another was snarky and made it
seem like the report was just a set of vague accusations: Литвиненко отравили полонием,
полоний привезли Луговой и Ковтун, на операцию их вдохновил Путин. Возможно.
(Litvinenko was poisoned by polonium, the polonium was brought in by Lugovoi and Kovtun,
and the operation was inspired by Putin. Maybe.)

Other media groups translated different levels of likelihood: Владимир Путин мог одобрить
убийство бывшего сотрудника ФСБ Александра Литвиненко (Vladimir Putin might have
approved the murder of former FSB agent Alexander Litvinenko.) Another made
the statement seem confused and tenuous: "Вероятно" эта операция ФСБ могла быть
одобрена…Патрушевым и президентом России (It is likely that the FSB operation might
have been approved by Patrushev and the president of Russia.)

And then suddenly everyone realized that the translation was a shambles. Commentators
rounded up the usual suspects and aired strange theories: В американском и британском
английском у этого слова разные оттенки. В США оно, вероятно, звучит несколько
слабее (In American and British English this word has different shades of meaning. In the U.S.
it probably sounds weaker).

Even Alexei Navalny chimed in: Это "почти наверняка", "без больших сомнений" или
"фактически" (It's "almost certainly," "without major doubts," or "practically.")

Finally, a lawyer in a British law firm explained what it meant in legal discourse: Это слово
значит "вероятнее всего", или, если хотите, уверенность как минимум на 51%, или
больше (The word means "most likely" or, if you will, with a level of certainty that is at least
a 51 percent or more.) A linguist suggested "весьма вероятно" (quite likely).

Unfortunately, Russians who first heard "maybe possibly kinda sorta inspired" didn't hear
the discussion or corrected version.



But that, I suppose, was the point.  
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